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This paper explores the logistics operations of instant grocery delivery services. We specifically concentrate
on two widely adopted strategies: Personal Shopper Systems (PSS) and Inventory Owned Delivery Systems
(IOD). In the PSS, couriers visit affiliated brick and mortar stores in the delivery area to pick and purchase
ordered products and deliver them to customers. Whereas in the IOD, couriers collect products from a
single distribution center or so-called a dark-store. In the IOD, the inventory of the DC is also managed
by the service provider. Even though PSS strategy is asset-light, and hence attractive for investors due to
the utilization of existing retailers in the area, maintaining a good level of instant delivery with the PSS is
more complex than the IOD. Therefore, we introduce the Instant Delivery Problem (IDP), which explicitly
addresses PSS-specific features such as real-time store selection and in-store product collection and can
also be used to analyze the IOD. We propose a tailored rolling horizon framework that utilizes column
generation to browse updated delivery plans for arriving customer orders. Computational studies both in
real-life inspired settings and in case studies on selected urban areas show the PSS is a highly competitive
strategy compared to the IOD, particularly when dealing with small-sized customer orders. We observe that
the performance of the PSS is robust when varying the delivery service time frame. The case studies also
suggest that the PSS becomes even more competitive in areas where the retail store density is high.
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1.

Introduction

Online shopping has become popular due to increased urbanization, rapid e-commerce
adaptation, and changed customer expectations (Savelsbergh and Van Woensel 2016,
Grand View Research 2019). Especially, instant delivery is increasingly becoming
widespread since it integrates the convenience of online shopping and the immediacy
of buying products from a brick and mortar store. As a result, many online platforms
around the world have started to offer instant deliveries with shipment times as short
as an hour, making these platforms not only a strong competitor to offline shopping
but also to traditional online shopping services.
Nevertheless, managing an economical and sustainable instant delivery service is
challenging as these services share many of the same issues faced by traditional two-
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Table 1

Examples of instant delivery platforms varying inventory choices as of 2021

Platform

Speed

Region

InventorySource

Amazon-PrimeNow
Instacart
GrabMart
Getir.com
Meituan
Ele.Me
Gorillas
CornerShop
OneKiosk

In two-hour
In one-hour
As soon as possible
As soon as possible
As soon as possible
As soon as possible
As soon as possible
As soon as possible
As soon as possible

North America
North America
Southeast Asia
Europe, North America
China
China
Europe
South America
Africa

Own at a DC
Affiliated stores
Affiliated stores
Own at a DC
Affiliated stores
Affiliated stores
Own at a DC
Affiliated stores
Affiliated stores

Operating
strategy
IOD
PSS
PSS
IOD
PSS
PSS
IOD
PSS
PSS

day and next-day delivery systems (Stroh et al. 2021). Those are tight order delivery
deadlines, low order volumes, and high levels of order variability. This structure leads to
inefficient delivery fleet utilization, and consequently, substantial operational expenses
(Arslan 2019). In addition, there is a growing requirement for storage facilities to be
in or nearby urban areas to sustain expedited delivery, which in turn increases capital
investment expenses even further. These difficulties have led to the emergence of new
business models reorganizing the fundamental design of instant delivery services.
A prominent strategy to tackle these issues is the Personal Shopper System (PSS).
This system uses an asset-light last-mile strategy that utilizes the existing retail infrastructure and its assortments in a delivery area to provide an expedited and convenient
shopping experience. That is, the PSS provides an online shopping platform in which
customers browse and order desired products from nearby brick and mortar stores.
When a customer places an order, the platform assigns the order to a courier (shopper ),
who is either hired by the platform or is an independent contractor. This courier then
collects and purchases the requested products, similar to a regular customer, at one or
more stores nearby. Afterward, the courier delivers to the customers’ address within the
given delivery deadline. Moreover, each courier can simultaneously work on multiple
customer orders, increasing the number of orders that can be accepted and delivered
within a short time frame and the efficiency of the platform.
Table 1 shows an overview of popular platforms using instant grocery deliveries from
nearby stores. We observe that instant delivery platforms operate on two strategies
that differ in the source of the inventory. While in Inventory Owned Delivery (IOD), the
platforms fulfill the customer orders solely from a distribution center (DC), or so-called
a dark store managed by the same platform; in the Personal Shopper Service (PSS), the
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platform collaborates with affiliated stores and shoppers purchases goods from those
stores.
A key advantage of the PSS is that retail stores are utilized as storage facilities.
This allows the system to bypass distribution centers in the last-mile chain, which are
reported to contribute up to 50% of the total logistics cost (Alicke and Losch 2015).
Furthermore, opening distribution centers is often stated as the significant barrier for
platform providers to scale up their services due to the hefty capital requirements for
in or nearby urban areas (Harrington 2015).
As a last-mile logistic service, the PSS carries out two-core logistics processes: goods
collection and order distribution. Nevertheless, the PSS’s organization is fundamentally
different from the IOD, which relies on the storage facilities owned and managed by
the service provider, because of the following reasons;
• Real-time store selection: In the PSS, there is no need for fulfillment centers.
However, due to the smaller store sizes and assortments, not every customer order
can be fully fulfilled by a single store. Therefore, a courier might need to visit multiple
stores in succession before an order is complete. This differs from other same-day or
on-demand services which typically require a single pick-up for the order fulfillment
(Ulmer et al. 2020b). As a result, the dispatching decisions are more complicated as
the dispatcher has to decide which store to shop on top of which order is assigned to a
courier, and what route should be chosen. This is further complicated since products
might be in the assortment of multiple stores and due to new consolidation options
whenever new customer orders arrive.
• In-store collection: In the PSS, a courier’s job expands as they now also collect
and purchase customer orders at stores before delivery. Fulfilling goods of varying
sizes at independent retailer stores requires a large-scale reorganization in supply
chain operations and coordination. Furthermore, the provider operating with the
PSS straregy should account for the pick-up duration in different store types since
the order collection and distribution processes form a significant part of a courier’s
task. This differs from the traditional last-mile logistics which mainly concerns the
distribution process and the transportation times between various stops.
In this paper, we primarily compare the operational efficiencies of two instant delivery service strategies; (i) the Personal Shopper Service (PSS), and (ii) the Inventory
Owned Delivery (IOD) system. Therefore, we introduce the Instant Delivery Problem
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(IDP) in which customers located in a delivery area receive ordered goods within a
promised delivery service time frame. This problem is a generalization of other instant
delivery problems as it allows dispatchers to select pick-up stores in real-time and
considers explicitly in-store collection duration. Within the IDP, we derive a granular
operational model that represents the PSS and IOD-specific processes and decisions
accurately. Subsequently, we propose a large-scale rolling horizon optimization approach
that is capable of handling real-life size instant delivery services efficiently. This solution
approach effectively integrates column generation into a real-time sequential decisionmaking process. Using column generation allows to re-optimize the couriers’ trips at
the time of new order arrives. Finally, we examine the advantages of the PSS strategy
compared to the IOD in varying settings and urban delivery environments through a
comprehensive set of numerical experiments. We observe that the PSS strategy is a
compelling alternative to the IOD when customers’ order sizes are small. Furthermore,
the results show that the performance of the IOD system is relatively sensitive to the
location of the distribution center/dark store and delivery time promises, whereas the
PSS is robust to delivery service time deviations. The experiments in the urban delivery environment validate the advantages of the PSS over the IOD, and they clearly
demonstrate that our solution approach is viable for real-life applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
relevant literature. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the problem. In Section 4,
we introduce the rolling horizon optimization approach. Section 5 presents the numerical
results of the computational analysis. A comprehensive discussion of the advantages of
PSSs, limitations, and possible extensions of our approach is given in Section 6.

2.

Related Literature

This paper focuses on the instant delivery problem (IDP), particularly the comparison
of two strategies: the PSS with the IOD. In addition, it deals with organizing a largescale on-demand service platform. Consequently, our literature review concentrates first
on studies in last-mile logistics, and second on resource management optimization for
online marketplaces.
2.1.

Last-mile logistics

The IDP shares several characteristics with well-known problems in the dynamic pickup
and delivery literature (Pillac et al. 2013, Ulmer 2020), and stochastic vehicle routing
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literature (Ritzinger et al. 2016). In these problems, stochastically arriving customers
are served by a fleet of couriers, and these problems seek assignment and routing decisions to coordinate couriers as economical as possible. Most of these studies focus on
meal delivery operations. In such a system, a restaurant aggregator platform coordinates
couriers’ trips between restaurants and customer locations to fulfill restaurant-specific
orders in a limited time. Several operational aspects in the restaurant meal delivery
problem such as courier-order assignment, commitment strategies are recently studied
by Reyes et al. (2018), Steever et al. (2019), Ulmer et al. (2020b). Nevertheless, the
essential difference is that the IDP relaxes the coupling relationship between the order
and stocking locations such that a product can be picked up at one of the stores selling
the product. This feature enables consolidation possibilities in stores, particularly when
in-store shopping time is a concave function of the number of products. One exception
to the order-restaurant coupling in the meal delivery service is the study by Yildiz
and Savelsbergh (2019), where the authors numerically examine the option of picking
the meal order from another restaurant offering the same cuisine. However, this work
analyzes the static problem. Furthermore, in meal delivery problems, couriers do not
spend time to find and collect products in restaurants as restaurants prepare orders to
be picked by couriers.
The studies by Arslan et al. (2021), Schrotenboer et al. (2021) are the closest ones
in terms of the setting of the IDP as these papers explore the idea of retail stores as
storage facilities for expedited deliveries. Nevertheless, both of these papers, similar to
the restaurant meal delivery problem, consider a setting in which customers specify the
store where orders will be collected. This assumption is relaxed, as mentioned, when
studying the PSS.
A special case of the IDP is when all customer orders are collected at a single distribution center. This problem is known as the same-day delivery problem (SDD). Note
that this problem corresponds with the IOD in our description. Klapp et al. (2018),
Voccia et al. (2019), Ulmer et al. (2019) study and examine the impact of dispatching,
routing, order acceptance, and the preemptive distribution center return operations for
the same-day delivery services, in which orders arrive throughout the service period,
and, they should be delivered before the period ends. As orders are only collected at the
single distribution center, store selection, which is essential in a PSS, is not part of the
same-day delivery problem. Furthermore, order collection and preparation are handled
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in the distribution center; thus, the SDD does not consider these activities for courier
planning. In a PSS, couriers are also responsible for order picking and packing within
stores before delivering them to customers. In a similar vein, (Ulmer 2017) explores the
impact of delivery time promises as short as 60 minutes within the SDD framework.
When orders are known in advance, i.e., the static variant of the IDP, it is worth
mentioning the multi pick-up and delivery problem (MPDP). In the MPDP, a fleet of
couriers serves customer orders requiring multiple pickups at different locations (Naccache et al. 2018, Aziez et al. 2020). Unlike the IDP, the pickup points are fixed per
order; hence, the MPDP solely considers assignment and routing decisions. Furthermore, the picking/shopping time consolidation is not considered in these problems.
In a similar vein, there is the location routing problem (LRP) (Drexl and Schneider
2015, Karaoglan et al. 2012), and the multi-depot vehicle routing problem (MDVRP),
(Montoya-Torres et al. 2015) in which routing and pickup locations are chosen jointly
that corresponds with the store selection feature of the IDP. Nevertheless, the setting of
these problems is static and does not model the in-store collection duration depending
on the number of products.
2.2.

Operations in large-scale on-demand service platforms

The IDP and decisions for the personal shopper systems can be analyzed under the
operations in large-scale on-demand transportation and logistics platforms. This type
of platform requires managing their physical resources effectively to satisfy continuously arriving, location dependent, and time-sensitive customers’ requests (Taylor
2018). Hence, a growing number of recent papers study real-time decisions for resource
management, optimization and coordination in the different domains of the on-demand
services, such as ride-hailing (Bertsimas et al. 2019, Alonso-Mora et al. 2017, Wang and
Yang 2019), item-sharing (Behrend and Meisel 2018), car-sharing (Boyacı et al. 2017),
and bike-sharing (Pei et al. 2022).
We observe that surge pricing (Bai et al. 2019, Guda and Subramanian 2019), capacity
planning and resizing (Benjaafar et al. 2021, Lyu et al. 2019), and online assignment
and matching (Özkan and Ward 2020) are the most widely used operational strategies
to increase the efficiency of the resources. Our paper contributes a new operational
strategy for the on-demand delivery services through real-time store selection decision,
particularly in cases when customers are indifferent to the location of their requests’
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Figure 1

Overview of the instant delivery network
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origin. With the IDP, the on-demand delivery platform can select shopping/pick-up
locations to achieve better utilization of their resources. We believe this strategy is more
general than the Personal Shopper Services.

3.

Problem Definition

In this section, we formally describe the Instant Delivery Problem (IDP). We first provide an overview of the problem in Section 3.1. Afterward, we present the mathematical
notation in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we describe the dynamics of our model
and the underlying Sequential Decision Process (SDP).
3.1.

Overview

Inspired by the real-world platforms as listed in Table 1, we consider an instant delivery setting where customers located in a delivery area receive ordered goods within
a promised delivery service time frame, e.g., an hour after they placed the order. An
example of the corresponding network is shown in Figure 1. In an IOD, distribution
centers or dark stores, which are typically located within or nearby the delivery area,
contain the inventory that is used to fulfill all customer orders within the delivery area.
Furthermore, they serve as both the starting and ending points for the couriers. On the
contrary, in a PSS, customer orders are fulfilled using retail stores’ inventory located
within the delivery area. A courier visits potentially multiple stores within the delivery
area to fully pick up a customer order, afterward, they will deliver the collected order
to the customer’s address.
A crucial difference between an IOD and the proposed PSS is their responsiveness
and, consequently, their overall operational efficiency. Particularly, the difference in the
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Figure 2

The difference in the responsiveness of different instant delivery systems in the rolling delivery plan
(a) Inventory owned delivery (IOD)
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responsiveness of both systems can be observed when new customer orders are incorporated in the rolling delivery plans, see Figure 2. In the case of the IOD in Figure 2a,
whenever a new customer order arrives, the current delivery plans for shipment cannot
accommodate a new order without the courier first returning to the distribution center
(DC) and picking up the new customer order from there. Moreover, dispatched couriers
cannot easily return to the DC as they are bound to serve orders already loaded within
their delivery windows. In particular for Figure 2, customer 2’s order arrive after the
courier departs at the DC. Therefore, the courier has to return back to DC to pick up
customer 2’s order. On the other hand, in a PSS as shown in Figure 2b, new customer
orders can be incorporated within the current plan and do not require the courier first to
finish its current delivery plan. Due to the proximity of the stores, it might be possible
to visit an additional/different store for the new customer order without violating any
of the promised delivery service time frames. For example, in Figure 2b the courier has
to visit two stores (Store 1 and Store 2 and where C1 denotes customer 1) before being
able to deliver to customer 1. In case customer 2 is added to the current delivery plan,
it might be feasible to pick up the products for this customer at another store (Store 3)
before delivery to customer 1 in case customer 2 is located nearby customer 1. This will
save additional travel time as well as increase the responsiveness of the system.
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Nevertheless, the order pickup time and the average retrieving cost per order can be
advantageous in the IOD due to larger economies of scale. However, when the promised
delivery service times shrink to only a few hours, and orders appear dynamically within
the service period, recalling the couriers to the DC can be regarded as a fixed cost
which consequently becomes disadvantageous for the IOD. Therefore, by investigating
the IDP, we can examine the fundamental trade-offs between the IOD and PSS given
varying customer and store densities, delivery duration promises, and order pick times.
In the next subsection, the IDP will be described which will allow for the comparison
of the IOD and PSS.
3.2.

The Instant Delivery Problem

The IDP considers an instant delivery platform that consists of a set of retail
stores/distribution centers (stocking facilities) that carry an assortment of products,
and couriers fulfilling orders placed by customers in a defined delivery area. The relevant
assumptions and notation for the IDP are as follows:
Service period. We denote the service period, i.e., the time when a customer can
place orders, as T , where t = 0 is the start of the service period and t = T is the end
of the service period.
Geography, Products, and Storage facilities. The IDP covers a predetermined
delivery area. The platform sells an assortment of products, denoted by set P, and
each product can be purchased/collected at one or multiple storage facilities. Set M
denotes all storage facilities that are affiliated with the platform. Each storage facility
is associated with relevant attributes (from the point of the IDP) which are given
by a vector (vm , Pm ), where vm ∈ V M is the storage facility location in the delivery
area, Pm ⊆ P is the set of products available at the facility. Reversely, MSp is the
set of stores where product p ∈ P can be picked up. A storage facility can either be
a store which is located within the delivery area (m ∈ MS ) or a distribution center
(m ∈ MD ).
Customer Orders. Throughout the service period, the arrival times of customer
orders follow a stochastic process. Let O denote all arriving orders during the service
period, which is unknown to the platform at the start of the service period. Each
order o ∈ O corresponds to an attribute vector (Bo , ao , vo , do , so ) where Bo is a basket of products, a subset of P, to be delivered, ao ∈ T is the order placement time,
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Table 2

Notation for the IDP

Sets
T
P
M
MS
MSp
MD
K
O
V

The service period, t = 0, . . . , T
The set of products, p ∈ P
The set of storage facilities, M = MS ∪ MD
The set of stores, m ∈ MS
The set of stores where product p ∈ P can be picked up
The set of distribution centers, m ∈ MD
The set of couriers, k ∈ K
The set of orders, o ∈ O
The set of vertices representing the location of storage facilities V M and delivery
addresses of orders, V O , V = V M ∪ V O

Storage facilities
vm
Pm

The location vm ∈ V M of storage facility m ∈ M
The set of products available at storage facility m ∈ M

Orders
Bo
ao
vo
do
so

The
The
The
The
The

basket of products that are requested by order o ∈ O
arrival time of order o ∈ O
delivery address vo ∈ V O within the delivery area of order o ∈ O
delivery deadline of order o ∈ O
delivery time at the customer address of order o ∈ O

Couriers
qk
The number of orders courier k ∈ K can serve simultaneously
wvi ,vj The travel time between vertices, vi , vj ∈ V
fm (n) The service duration of a visit to facility m ∈ M while retrieving n ∈ Z+ products
Rewards
r

The reward for the platform for delivering an order on time

System state
Sao
Oao
Pao
Θao
Jh
zh

The system state when order o ∈ O arrives
The set of active orders at decision epoch ao
The list of products that still need to be collected for the active orders in Oao
The current delivery plan at decision epoch ao , where θk ∈ Θao is the forward trip of
courier k ∈ K
The list of products to pick/drop at vertex vh ∈ V in a forward trip
The departure time of the courier from vertex vh ∈ V in a forward trip

Decisions
Xao
Θaxo

The set of actions (delivery plan modifications) that can accommodate arriving order o,
x ∈ Xao
The new delivery plan obtained after action x is selected

Objective
Π
δaπo

The set of all Markovian policies, π ∈ Π
A function that specifies the selected action given system state is Sao following policy
π∈Π
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vo ∈ V O is the delivery address, do > ao , is the (hard) order delivery deadline, and,
so ≥ 0 is the delivery time at the customer address.
In addition, we assume two selection modes in which customers can either select
the store from which the product is collected or let the platform decide where the
product is picked. In case under the store selection mode, basket Bo also contains the
locations, vm ∈ V m , where the courier should pick up the products. Otherwise, under
the product selection mode, the platform is free to select a store in MSp to collect
product p ∈ Bo from.
Couriers. A fixed number of couriers, denoted by set K, fulfill the customer orders
during the service period. That is, a courier visits a store or multiple stores, purchases
the products on behalf of customer o, and eventually delivers the basket of Bo to
the customer address vo . Otherwise, the courier visits the DC and picks up multiple
orders at once before delivery. Each courier k travels at a constant speed and carries
up to qk orders at the same time. We denote the travel time between vertices as wvi ,vj
where vi , vj ∈ V. In addition, we assume that order splitting is not allowed, i.e., a
single courier is fully responsible for completely fulfilling a particular customer order.
The duration of a visit by a courier at storage facility m ∈ M depends on the type
and size of the facility and the number of products that can be collected. This duration
is defined by the following function fm : Z+ 7→ R+ with the following properties:
— fm (0) = 0, m ∈ M,
— fm (n) is increasing and concave,
in which n is the number of products retrieved at facility m at a single visit given the
orders that are currently assigned to the courier. In a PSS, this time also includes,
picking, paying, and packing time done by the courier. The above properties indicate
that collecting (and purchasing in case of a PSS) more products requires more time,
but the marginal time per product decreases, which enables economies of scale.
Rewards. We assume each order o ∈ O brings an equal amount of reward of r ≥ 0 to
the platform. The objective of the IDP is to serve as many orders as possible with
a fixed number of couriers. Therefore, we need to consider the following decisions at
the arrival of each order:
1. Accept the arriving order to the platform’s couriers or decline service,
2. Organize the courier’s shopping and routing plans.
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Note that orders can be rejected if it is not possible to construct a delivery plan such
that the order is delivered on time.
In the following section, we formulate the dynamics of the IDP and describe the underlying the sequential decision problem.
Note that the IDP is described for the PSS operation strategy. Nevertheless, the IOD
operation strategy is a special case of the PSS strategy as a single shop (distribution
centre/dark store) holding and providing all products for customer orders. As a result, in
the IOD strategy, the platform does not require deciding where to collect the products.
In the IOD, we did not consider the preemptive DC returns, i.e., the courier returns
the depot only when she finishes all delivery tasks with her.
3.3.

Dynamics of the IDP: The Route-based Sequential Decision Process

The IDP operates in a dynamic environment since information about customer orders is
stochastically revealed during the service period. We assume that the platform has little
a priori information available regarding the number and size of customer orders during
the service period for setting the size of the courier fleet. Therefore, we present the IDP
as a finite-horizon stochastic dynamic problem (Powell 2019). We utilize the modeling
components based on a rolling horizon optimization and a route-based Markov Decision
Process as follows: (Ulmer et al. 2020a, Arslan et al. 2021):
Decision epochs. In our model, a decision epoch ao occurs when a customer places
a new order o, after which the platform has to decide to accept the order and/or
modify the current delivery plan. The total number of decision epochs during the
service period depends on the order arrival distribution, and the process terminates
when the service period ends, ao > T .
System (decision) states. The state of the system at each decision epoch ao can be
represented by a tuple Sao = (Oao , Pao , Θao ), where Oao is the set of active orders,
accepted for service but not delivered by the time of ao plus the order that just
arrived, and Pao as the list of products still needed to be collected for these orders.
That is, we can ignore all delivered and rejected orders at the decision epoch. Θao =
{θ1 , . . . , θ|K| } is the current delivery plan that contains the couriers’ forward trips.
A forward trip for courier k ∈ K, θk = {(v0 , J0 , z0 ), . . . , (vh , Jh , zh )}, is the sequence
of activities defined by the vertex vh , list of products to pick/drop at the vertex is
denoted by Jh , and the departure time, zh , from the associated node.
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Inspired by the study by Yildiz and Savelsbergh (2019), we set the departure time
for an activity to as soon as possible. That is, a courier does not strategically wait at
any location if the forward trip consists of the following activities after the incumbent
one. Therefore, the departure times at each vertex can be recursively determined
using the following formula

zj = zj−1 + wvj−1 ,vj +



fm(v ) (|Jk |) , if vj ∈ V M ,
j

so(v ) ,
j

(1)

otherwise,

for j = 1, . . . , h, and where m(vj ) denotes the storage facility at vj ∈ V M and o(vj )
denotes the order o at customer address vj ∈ V O . The intuition behind the formula is
that the departure time at vertex vj depends on the previous departure time, zj−1 ,
plus the travel time between the previous and current vertex and the time spent at
vertex vj which either consists of collecting products at a storage facility or dropping
of a customer order. Note that (v0 , J0 , z0 ) corresponds with the last completed activity
in case the courier idles or the activity the courier is currently working on. Moreover,
for a forward trip to be feasible all associated departure times for the assigned orders

in θk should be zj ≤ do(vj ) , where j = 0, . . . , h | vj ∈ V M . In conclusion, a forward
courier trip provides a full description of the details to serve all assigned orders by
courier k ∈ K.
Actions and rewards. An action modifies the current delivery plan to accommodate
new order o, collecting the associated products and dropping them off within the
forward courier trips. This modification can (re)-determine the storage facilities to
collect products, (re)-assign orders across couriers and (re)-sequence vertices in the
couriers’ forward trips. Let x ∈ Xao denote an action that can accommodate order o at
epoch ao which subsequently modifies the delivery plan into Θox . As long as Xao ̸= ∅,
the order is accepted and a constant reward is received:


r, if x ∈ Xa ,
o
rao (x) =

0, otherwise.
If it is not possible to accommodate the order, i.e., Xao = ∅, the delivery plan remains
unchanged, Θaxo = Θao .
Aforementioned action corresponds to a combinatorial optimization problem, in
which determining a feasible delivery plan that accommodates the new order in it is
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a NP-complete problem. In Section 4, we formally define the associated optimization
problem, entitled Courier Dispatch Problem, Xao at decision epoch ao given the state
of the system Sao .
Transitions. A new decision epoch is triggered at ao+1 with the arrival of new order
o + 1. Through this transition, the system state changes as follows:
— The decision epoch becomes ao+1 .
— Set Oao is updated by removal of completed deliveries and/or a rejected order. In
addition, the new arriving order o + 1 is added to Oao+1 .
— Courier trips in Θaxo are updated by the removal of visited vertices.
Objective function Let Π be the set of all Markovian deterministic policies and a
policy π is a sequence of decision rules: π = (δaπ1 , δaπ2 , . . . , δaπ|O| ), where each decision rule
δaπo : Xao 7→ x is a function that specifies the chosen action given that the system state
is Sao following policy π. Hence, in the IDP we seek a policy π ∈ Π that maximizes
the total expected reward for the platform:

X
rao (δaπo (Sao )) .
max E
π∈Π

4.

(2)

o∈O

Rolling Horizon Approach

In this section, we present the rolling horizon approach to analyze the IDP. Initially,
we present the reason behind this approach and its advantages. Afterward, we describe
the solution steps and the PSS and IOD-specific processes.
4.1.

Motivation

The IDP, formulated as a Markov Decision Problem, suffers from the curse of dimensionality due to the number of active orders and products to be collected at a decision
epoch. Furthermore, the action space at each decision epoch requires browsing an exponentially growing number of options of (re)-assignment, (re)-routing, and (re)-store
selection to accommodate the new order. At a given epoch and excluding any future
order arrivals, the corresponding decision problem is a variant of the Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows, which is a N P-complete problem (Uit het
Broek et al. 2021). Considering the dynamic nature of the IDP, it is near impossible to
evaluate all feasible forward shopper trips for real-size problems in a limited time.
To overcome these challenges arising from the size of the action space, we introduce an
optimization problem, named Courier Dispatch Problem or shortly CDP that determines
feasible forward trips accommodating the newly arriving order at a decision epoch.
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Table 3

Courier Dispatch Problem - Classification of activities at an epoch
Sequencing Store re-selection Courier re-assignment

Committed activities
Partially-committed activities
Uncommitted activities

4.2.

The Courier Dispatch Problem

The CDP at state Sao is concerned with joint store selection, assignment and routing
decisions for updating the couriers’ forward trips. The primary purpose of the CDP is
to seek a new delivery plan in which the arriving order o can be collected and delivered
without violating any of the delivery service time frames of the active orders at the
given moment.
Since the CDP’s main objective is to modify couriers’ forward trips at a given epoch
ao , it is key to classify the activities in the ongoing forward trip into three groups: (i)
committed activities, (ii) partially-committed activities, and (iii) uncommitted activities.
On the one hand, if an activity is committed, it means that the courier is required
to continue picking/dropping the preassigned products at the predetermined vertices
with the only possibility of changing the visiting sequence; i.e., these activities remain
attached to the courier after the new order arrival. A shopping activity is partially
committed if the customer order is assigned to the courier, but the upcoming visit to
preassigned store (vertex) can be altered to another store. Note, that these activities
correspond with orders for which the courier already picked one or more products. On
the other hand, an uncommitted activity can be removed, reassigned or re-sequenced
to another courier, which corresponds to orders for which the courier has not picked
up any product of them yet. That is, some preassigned customers can be assigned to
another courier, or pre-determined storage facilities for the products of the committed
orders can be altered to new storage facilities, see Table 3 for the summary.
We consider that a forward trip, θk ∈ Θao , can be modified after the first upcoming
activity following the decision epoch. In other words, the courier will not be en-routed
before the first assigned activity is done. Figure 3 illustrates an example of classifying
activities. At the pre-decision epoch of ao , the ongoing forward trip instructs visiting
store 1 and picking-up the products of customer 1 and customer 2, then moving to
store 2 to pick up the remaining products for customer 1. The trip continues with
visiting the delivery vertices of customers 1 and 2. Note that picking up the products
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Figure 3

Illustration of committed activities (black, Shop 1-C1), partially committed activities (blue, Shop 1C2), and uncommitted activities (red, Shop 2-C1) of the forward trip at decision epoch ao . While
the courier is committed to serve customer 1 (C1), customer 2 (C2) can be assigned to another
courier. Also, courier’s visit to store 2 is possible to be altered.

a0
ë

9

9

9

Courier

Shop 1-C1

Shop 1-C2

Shop 2-C1

Customer 1 Customer 2

for customer 1 at store 1 is the first activity when new order o arrives. Therefore, the
courier should serve customer 1, and therefore the courier commits all remaining pickups and delivery for customer 1. Nevertheless, at this epoch the courier has not picked
up any product for customer 2 yet, which, therefore, are all uncommitted activities.
Formally, the CDP is defined over feasible forward trips Θ(k) for each courier k ∈
K. Note that the courier forward trip for courier k is a sequence of activities θk =
{(v0 , L0 , z0 ), . . . , (vh , Lh , zh )} where the (vo , Lo , zo ) represents courier k’ first activity after
ao (courier k is either idling at the location or carrying out the assigned forward trip at
decision epoch ao ). The forward courier trip is feasible if all activities in the trip satisfy
the delivery deadlines without violating the courier’s carrying capacity. Let τθ be the
total time required for all activities in the forward trip θ; i.e., τθ := zh − z0 .
Let Θ(o) be the collection of all feasible trips customer order o is served. Furthermore,
let xkθ be the binary decision variable taking value of 1 if θ is chosen for the updated
delivery plan for courier k ∈ K. Then, the set partitioning formulation for the CDP is
written as follows:
min

X X

s.t.

X

τθ xkθ

(3a)

k∈K θ∈Θ(k)

X

xkθ = 1,

o ∈ Oao ,

(3b)

xkθ ≤ 1,

k ∈ K,

(3c)

xkθ ∈ {0, 1} ,

k ∈ K, θ ∈ Θ (k) .

(3d)

k∈K θ∈Θ(o)∩Θ(k)

X
θ∈Θ(k)

The objective in (3a) is to minimize the total time required to fulfill orders in Oao .
Constraint (3b) guarantees that all active orders including a new one should be served
and Constraint (3c) ensures that a courier can serve at most one forward trip at a time.
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Figure 4

Instant delivery service operating mechanism
Store selection,
assignment, and
sequencing decisions
The CDP at state Sao is
solved at the arrival of o

Accept decision
The order is accepted if the
CDP is feasible and the
forward trips are updated

Executing the
forward trips
The couriers follow the
sequenced activities
until a new order arrival

Order o + 1 arrives

Since the number of possible forward trips Θ(k) for courier k at a given epoch can be
extremely large, we use column generation to solve the CDP. Column generation was
already proven itself to be very effective in solving these kinds of problems in limited
amount of time (Desaulniers et al. 2006). The column generation starts with a reduced
limited set of possible forward trips and new columns (forward trips) are obtained by
solving a pricing problem. For the CDP, the associated pricing problem is a resource
constraint shortest path problem which is known to be N P-Complete. We employ the
column generation without progressing into branching, which enables a fast solution.
To circumvent the use of a branch-and-bound algorithm, we use a well known result of
integer programming (Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988) page 389 Proposition 2.1) which
implies: Given an U B and a LB with the associated duals, only the columns whose
reduced costs are smaller than or equal to ζ = U B − LB can appear in the optimal
integer solution of the master problem. We further describe the column generation and
the pricing algorithm in Section EC.2.
4.3.

Instant delivery service operating mechanism

In this section, we describe the complete operating mechanism of the IDP. The associated platform continuously coordinates the courier’s forward trips by keeping the
system state up-to-date at each new order arrival. When an order arrives, a new CDP
is constructed and solved. If the CDP identifies at least one feasible set of forward trips
that serve the incoming order, the order is accepted and the forward trips of the couriers
are updated. The couriers follow the activities of the forward trips until the new order
arrival. Figure 4 provides a summary of all the steps.
The instant delivery platform’ mechanism slightly varies whether the operating strategy is a PSS or an IOD. The primary reason behind this distinction is that couriers
act differently in these two systems due to the diverse job descriptions. While a courier
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in IOD performs solely delivery activities, the courier (shopper) in the PSS does the
products collected in stores. Hence, the visiting time at a store in the PSS accounts for
the number of products to be collected. The other crucial distinction between the two
strategies is where the products are stored. In the IOD, couriers always return the DC
to collect products picked and prepared by dedicated employees as result the associated
CDP is relatively less complex than the CDP in the PSS, in which store selection is
intermingled with assignment and routing decisions.

5.

Numerical results

To evaluate the PSS in an instant delivery setting, we conduct a series of computational experiments. We first describe how the instances are generated. Then, we provide
details on the solutions and sensitivity in terms of the operational benefits of the PSS.
Afterward, we describe the performance of the PSS for several case studies.
5.1.

Instance Generation

We test the performance of an instant delivery service in an artificial environment. We
consider a square-shaped 10 km × 10 km delivery area that consists of all stakeholders;
storage facilities (a distribution center/dark store (DC) and retail stores), customers,
and couriers. The retail stores and customers’ delivery addresses are spread uniformly
within the delivery area. The DC is initially located at the corner of the delivery area,
see Figure 5.
We test the performance of the two instant delivery platforms in the given delivery area. The PSS collaborates with 30 retailer stores and fulfills the customer orders
through these stores, while the IOD uses the DC to collect the products to fulfill the
orders. Both platforms offer an assortment of 100 products. In the IOD, the DC contains
all products and pickers prepare the basket of orders to be collected by the couriers.
On the other hand, in the PSS, each product is available at a subset of stores. |MSp |
indicates the number of stores where a product can be purchased. We assume that |MSp |
is identical for each p throughout the experiments for easier interpretation. Throughout
the numerical experiments, we consider two scenarios, in which |MSp | = 5 or |MSp | = 10.
That is a product p is available 5 out of 30 or 10 out of 30 stores, respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that products do not go out of stock during the service period
and couriers in the PSS have up-to-date knowledge of where each product is located.
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Figure 5

Illustration of the delivery area
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Table 4

9

d o − ao , o ∈ O

90 minutes

Fleet size, |K|

3 couriers

Courier capacity, qk
Fixed store visit duration

2 orders
UNIF(4,8) minutes

A product collection at a store UNIF(1,3) minutes

9

Õ
DC

Fixed depot visit time
Order arrival rate
Number of stores,

8 minutes
0.2 order/min

|MSp |

5 or 10 stores

A customer order consists of up to three products, chosen randomly among the
assortment of 100 products. We consider that the PSS may adopt two possible selection
modes: (i) product selection (P) and (ii) store selection (S). In the former option, a
customer only specifies products in the order, in the latter one, the customer also
specifies a pick-up store for each product. We distinguish these two options under the
names PSS-(P) and PSS-(S). In the case of PSS-(S), we choose the customer’s store
specification randomly among the stores selling the products in the order’s basket.
Orders arrive following a homogeneous Poisson process throughout the service period
of twelve hours. We consider an arrival rate of 0.2 orders/min (one order arrival for
every five minutes on average). A customer order should be fulfilled within a given lead
time of 90 minutes; i.e., do = ao + 90.
Three homogeneous couriers with a constant speed of 30 km/hour are responsible
for shopping at stores in the PSS, picking up at the DC in the IOD, and delivering the
orders. Each courier is identical in terms of the product carrying capacity of 2 orders
(up to 6 products).
A courier incurs a fixed visit time and variable pickup time depending on the number
of products that will be collected at a store. The fixed store visit and variable duration
per product collection are randomly drawn from the uniform distribution, UNIF(4,8)
minutes and UNIF(1,3) minutes, respectively. (In other words, the duration of a store
visit is an affine function with the constant term is drawn UNIF(4,8) and variable term
drawn UNIF(1,3) for each store, which is concave and increasing). In the IOD, a courier
only spends a fixed 8 minutes of visit time at the DC regardless of the number of orders
that are collected. Table 4 summarizes the parameters set for the base-case experiments.
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Figure 6

PSS-(P) vs IOD vs PSS-(S), lead-time: 90 minutes, 3 couriers, order size: one product
(a) Orders Served

(b) Order to Delivery Time
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Base-case results

Figure 6 presents the results averaged over 30 random replications. The figure shows
the performance of the two PSS selection modes, PSS-(P) and PSS-(S), and the IOD.
Figure 6 further shows the results if a product can be picked up at 5 or 10 stores in the
PSS, represented by s5 and s10.
We report the following performance indicators for the instant delivery platforms: (i)
% Orders Served (OS): the percentage of arriving orders served by the platform; (ii)
Order to Delivery time (OtD): the average time between when the order arrives and its
delivery time.
In Figure 6, we see that PSS-(P) outperforms the IOD in terms of the percentage
of served orders. The percentage of orders served with PSS-(P) is 87.4% and 81.6%
(median value) depending on whether the products are available in ten or five stores.
On the other hand, with the IOD strategy the platform can serve only 65.2% of the
arriving orders.
We also see that the store selection mode in the PSS has a considerable impact on
operational efficiency. The percentage of orders (OS) served significantly decreases when
the PSS platform chooses to offer the PSS-(S) option over the PSS-(P); i.e., customers
specify the stores for product pick-ups. That is, the OS decreases to 67.6% and 64.6%
for the cases where products can be picked up at ten or five stores, respectively. This
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result highlights the additional efficiency that the PSS-(P) obtains by jointly deciding
on routing and store selection, which provides additional consolidation benefits at the
picking time at stores. Moreover, it is worth highlighting that the performance of PSS(S) is comparable to the IOD, as the OS is 65.2% for the IOD.
It is also seen that the OtD decreases considerably with the PSS-(P) strategy, see
Figure 6b. When the PSS can choose pick-up stores (i.e., PSS-(P)), the customers
receive their orders in an average of 43.9 and 50.2 minutes in case of a product is
available at ten or five stores. Nevertheless, for the IOD, the OtD is 59.6 minutes and
for PSS-(S) OtD for products that are available in ten or five stores are 59.4 and 60.4
minutes. These results show again the benefits of store selection for the PSS.
Figure 7a and Figure 7b present the results in which orders contain two or three
products instead of one, i.e., an order requiring shopping at most at two or three stores.
The figures show the absolute difference in order served and OtD between the PSS and
the IOD. OSPSS and OSIOD are defined as the percentage of orders served in case of the
PSS or the IOD. First, we see that the PSS fails to achieve the same service level as
the IOD when the order size increases to two products per order. In almost all settings,
except s10-(P) with order size two, the OS and the OtD deviate significantly from the
IOD. Second, we see that the bigger the order size, the number of orders that all four
PSS configurations can serve decreases quicker than the IOD. That is, when a product
is available at ten stores (the column indicated by s10-(P)), the IOD serves 0.3% or 14%
more orders in comparison to the PSS-(P) strategy for order sizes 2 and 3, respectively.
Bigger order sizes hinder the PSS in two ways: (i) a personal shopper visits more stores
per order, and hence driving and shopping takes longer per order; (ii) the likelihood
of shopping at a single store for multiple orders shrinks significantly and consequently,
the PSS utilizes fewer consolidation opportunities.
In Figure 7a, we continue to see the advantage of the PSS-(P) strategy over PSS-(S).
Similarly, we observe that it is beneficial for products to be widely available in many
stores for the PSS strategy. In other words, while the PSS strategy almost performs
equivalent to the IOD when a product is available at 10 out of 30 stores and the order
size is two, the OS decreases noticeably, and the product availability is lower.
5.3.

Sensitivity to the problem characteristics

In this section, we provide insights regarding the sensitivity to problem characteristics,
namely, the delivery lead time, the location of the depot, and the shopping time at
stores.
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Figure 7

PSS-(P) vs IOD vs PSS-(S), L:90 minutes, 3 couriers
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The impact of delivery lead time. It is crucial for service providers to bal-

ance delivery speed with the service quality for a given fleet size. Hence, Figure 8
compares the OS when the platform offers a quicker delivery service (in 60 minutes) or a
slower service (in 120 minutes) compared to the base speed of delivery in 90 minutes. We
first observe that the longer delivery lead time increases the OS for all strategies based
on the median value due to the additional flexibility for travel and shopping/picking.

Figure 8

Impact of the delivery lead-time, 3 couriers, orders with one product
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Figure 8 shows that the longer the lead time does not necessarily bring relative
benefits to the IOD as opposed to the intuition that pick-up consolidation opportunities
would grow faster for the IOD. We see in the figure that the difference in the OS remains
the same although the delivery lead time of orders varies. Nevertheless, we observe
that the long lead time decreases the importance of the number of stores a product
is available. That is when the lead-time is 120 minutes the PSS where products are
available at 5(10) stores, the median served order is 87.6% (92.3%) is relatively smaller
than when the lead-time is 60 minutes, and the OS is 75.8% (81.6%). This pattern can
also be interpreted that the product availability at more stores is more important when
the platform offers shorter delivery lead time to the customers.
5.3.2.

The impact of pickup time in the DC and DC’s location. This section

explores the impacts of two inter-related parameters in the IOD: (i) the location of the
DC, and (ii) the fixed visiting time at the DC. It should be noted that both parameters
have a strong influence on the performance of IOD’s outcome. At the same time, the
DC’s location and/or efficiency at the DC pickup are strongly associated with the investment decision. For example, the location of the DC nearby the delivery area’s centroid
or outside the delivery area can vary the amount of investment significantly. Therefore,
we concentrate solely on reporting the operational impacts of these parameters.

Figure 9

Impact of DC location, L:90 minutes, 3 couriers
(a) Three DC locations
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Figure 9a presents three settings where the DC can be located (i) middle, (ii) corner,
and (iii) outside the delivery region. Figure 9b shows the results of the difference in the
OS between the PSS-(P) and the variations of IOD, derived from the locations of DC
and the ratio of visiting time at a store and the DC. That is, the visit time of a store
can take four or two times longer than visiting the DC on average, or it takes an equal
amount of time for a single product pick-up as in the base-case experiments.
We see that both the location of the DC and visiting time at the DC have a substantial
influence on the performance of the IOD. It is worth noticing that the IOD outperforms
the PSS-(P) if the DC is located in the middle of the delivery area. In this case, the
additional percentage of orders served with IOD increases by 10% if the DC visit time
is four times is less than a store visit time in the PSS-(P) strategy. The advantage of
the centrally located DC in the IOD, however, almost disappears if the visiting time at
the DC is equivalent to a store visit. In case the single DC is located at the border or
outside the delivery area, the strategy PSS-(P) performs considerably better than the
IOD.
Another takeaway from Figure 9 is that the impact of visiting time of the DC alters
depending on the location of the DC. For the settings in which the DC is at the middle
or the corner, decreasing the depot visit time brings considerable benefits to the IOD
(see the cases where the pickup time at the DC is one or two times of the store visit).
Nevertheless, when the DC is located far away, the marginal benefit of fast DC is visited
is negligible.
5.3.3.

Impact of courier capacity and waiting strategies at the DC. In this sec-

tion, we investigate the sensitivity of PSS and IOD operating strategies against the
courier capacities and waiting rules. We choose a setting in which the DC/dark store
is located at the center of the delivery area, and we set the delivery lead-time to 60
minutes.
We vary the capacity of three couriers between one order to four orders. We also
introduce a set of waiting rules for the couriers in a system operating under the IOD
strategy. Recall that we set a default no wait (NW) rule for both IOD and PSS. That is,
the couriers will depart from the stores or from the DC immediately when the product
collection at the storing facility is over. In this new rule, a courier will depart from the
DC/dark store one of the two conditions occurs:
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Figure 10

Impact of courier capacity and waiting rule at DC: L=60
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• The last moment that the delivery deadline of orders assigned to the courier is not
violated,
• The courier’s basket is full.
To prevent confusion, we name the original IOD strategy with no waiting IOD-nw and
the IOD with waiting IOD-w.
Figure 10 presents the average number of served orders (OS) when the strategies PSS
and IOD with ‘no wait’ rule (PSS and IOD-nw), and IOD with the described waiting
rules at the DC (IOD-w) are in place. As expected, we observe that courier capacity is
positively correlated with the served orders. Under the PSS, the percentage of served
orders increases in the concave fashion from 74.9% to 82.6% if couriers can carry four
orders simultaneously instead of one. For strategies IOD-nw and IOD-w, we see bigger
jumps from the 54.6% served orders to 78.4% and 80.8% served orders, respectively.
In Figure 10, it is also possible to observe that the proposed waiting rule has limited
impact. In both inventory owned instant delivery strategies with or without waiting
rule, the ratio of served orders remains under the served orders with PSS. Another
interesting takeaway of Figure 10 is that the waiting rule has a different impact when
courier capacity varies. That is, no waiting rule outperforms the waiting rule in terms
of served orders metric when the courier capacity is two. Nevertheless, this pattern flips
opposite for the capacity is greater than two.
5.4.

Case Studies

To study the economic viability of PSSs, we develop case studies using selected urban
areas in Asia, Europe, and North America. Instead of concentrating only on the oper-
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Figure 11

Delivery areas for case cities, blue dots represent supermarkets or convenience stores
(a) Rotterdam

(b) Atlanta

(c) Singapore

ational metrics such as served orders, we also compute the average workforce cost per
served order as an additional performance metric.
Table 5

Personal shopping system vs depot-fulfillment: Order with single products, Lead-time: 90 minutes
Cities

#Stores (Product Delivery Area Strategies % Served Cost per served
Availability)
order ($)

Rotterdam

179(20)

4 km × 4 km

PSS-(P)
IOD

83.5
51.6

5.4
10.7

Atlanta

73(10)

8 km × 8 km

PSS-(P)
IOD

60.1
54.1

7.3
9.9

Singapore

316(40)

4 km × 4 km

PSS-(P)
IOD

92.0
47.7

4.9
11.9

As a test-bed, we choose three cities: Rotterdam in Europe, Atlanta in North America,
and Singapore in South East Asia. The road networks of these cities are extracted from
the Open Street Map (OpenStreetMap contributors 2017). For each city, the delivery
area is a square-shaped region with a known edge length of 4 or 8 kilometers centered
around the town’s centroid, (see Figure 11 for the delivery areas). We consider all stores
within the delivery classified as ‘supermarket’ or ‘convenience’ with their exact location.
The depots are located near the large grocery delivery providers’ warehouses, such as
in Rotterdam, the depot is located nearby the neighborhood of Berkel en Rodenrijs, in
Atlanta, the depot location and the delivery region is inspired by the study by Stroh
et al. (2021), and in Singapore, the depot is located within the Singpost Regional Ecommerce Logistics Hub. We use the base-case parameters to compute the of visiting
DC and shopping at a store. Furthermore, in the IOD strategy, the DC employees one
picker to prepare the orders for couriers. Couriers (and pickers in the IOD) are got paid
17(16) USD per hour.
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Table 5 shows the operational and economical performances of the PSS-(P) and the
IOD in three cities. Both PSS-(P) and IOD have a fleet of 3 couriers working 12 hours,
and in the IOD one picker in the DC. The total workforce expense of a service period is
computed by the number of hired couriers and pickers. We further assume no penalty
associated with unserved order.
The results show that the strategy PSS consistently serves more orders with an
equivalent number of couriers than the strategy IOD does for all three cities. We further
observe that the location of the DC is the most crucial factor for the performance of
the IOD as the difference between the PSS and IOD are the smallest in Atlanta, where
the DC is closer to the center of the area.
The workforce cost per served order extends the competitiveness of the PSS strategy
over the IOD. Table 5 presents that the amount of expenses for serving an order is
substantially lower with the PSS strategy than with the IOD. That is the difference
in cost of serving an order becomes as big as seven USD in Singapore. Regarding the
characteristics of cities, it is possible to argue that areas with denser retail store presence
are more advantageous for the PSS.

6.

Conclusion

This paper explores instant delivery services in the last-mile logistics by introducing the
instant delivery problem (IDP). The IDP effectively represents two last-mile strategies,
namely, the personal shopper system (PSS) and, inventory owned delivery (IOD), which
differ in choice in the storage facilities. In the PSS strategy, a delivery platform uses
the retail stores’ assortments in the delivery area without holding or owning inventory
to fulfill on-demand customer orders. In the IOD strategy, the platform operates a
distribution center along with the delivery organization and uses the products in the
DC to fulfill customer orders. We devise a solution approach to the IDP that combines
the sequential decision-making framework and column generation. This approach relies
on maintaining forward courier trips as an active plan and reusing the ongoing forward
trips to generate a new plan for the re-optimization step.
Computational results show that the personal shopper system (PSS) is a compelling
alternative for instant delivery services. We specifically explore that the service setting
in which the PSS platform chooses the stores where the order will be picked/purchased.
The results present that the performance of the PSS is sufficient or even superior compared to the DC based IOD under different settings of lead-time, the location of DC,
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etc. Nevertheless, the competitiveness of the PSS disappears when the order size (the
number of store visits) increases. We also report that the store selection mode plays a
significant role in shopping/picking consolidation in the PSS systems. Furthermore, the
experiments for the case studies show that our solution approach is suitable for real-life
settings.
As personal shopper services and expedited delivery demand are surging across the
world, more inspiring applications in this field unlock opportunities for future research.
The natural extension of the study is to integrate future information into the decisionmaking process. Furthermore, assessing the benefits of a few operational strategies such
as transfer between couriers, allowing multiple couriers to serve single orders consisting
of multiple products, workforce planning, etc. could be a potential direction. Another
avenue for further research is to develop analytical approximation schemes for personal
shopper systems to answer more managerial questions. It is worth noting that the IDP
and proposed approach is generic to address other on-demand and dynamic problems as
well. Furthermore, it is possible to utilize the instant delivery problem and introduced
an operating strategy of product selection in the restaurant meal delivery setting as
enhanced service.
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Courier Dispatch Problem
EC.1.

The Network Flow Formulation for the CDP.

The CDP is a static problem that seeks out a delivery plan to accommodate the arriving
order o at the time epoch ao . The state of the system is stored at S consists of the
information of the orders accepted in previous epochs but served by ao , denoted by O,
the list of products that need to be collected for the active orders, denoted by P, and
the current delivery plan for couriers, denoted by Θ.
The CDP can be presented on an activity graph Gao = (V, A), where V = V MP ∪
V O ∪ V K ∪ τ is the super-set of nodes representing the shopping and dropping activities,
courier’s first available location and a fictitious terminal activity. For each uncollected
product p for unserved order o ∈ O, we create a unique set of nodes, V Mpo representing
the stores in which product p is available and shopping activity can be performed. ConS
sequently, we define a set V MP = p∈P V Mp , containing all possible shopping activities.
Also, for each uncollected product, we create a dropping off node, i.e,. the address of
order o ∈ V O . Set V K includes the nodes representing each couriers’ location by ao .
Lastly, τ is a fictitious node to terminate the courier’s trip.
Each courier node in V K refers to the location, store or delivery address, from there
courier k’s forward trip can be altered. That means, courier k’s immediate activities
after ao is frozen against to the possible updates. Let zvkk be the time moment that
courier k can move earliest.
Let xkij be the binary variable if vehicle k ∈ K traverses on arc (i, j) ∈ A. Let zik be the
departure time of courier k from node i and let qik be the load of the courier k before
departing at node i. Then, the mixed integer programming formulation of the courier
dispatch problem is written as follows:

min

XX

t(i, j)xkij

(EC.1)

k∈K i,j∈A

XX

xkij = 1

j ∈ V Mpo , o ∈ O u ,

(EC.2)

j ∈ V O,

(EC.3)

j ∈ V O ∪ V MP

(EC.4)

k∈K i∈V

X

xkij = 1

i∈V

XX
k∈K j∈V

xkij xkij =

XX
k∈K j∈V

xkji
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X

xkij −

X

xkij

X

i∈V

X

∀k ∈ V∀j, l ∈ V MPo

(EC.5)

xkil = 0

∀j ∈ V Mpl , l ∈ V O , k ∈ V K

(EC.6)

∀k ∈ K

(EC.7)

∀k ∈ V K

(EC.8)

∀k ∈ K, ∀(i, j) ∈ A

(EC.9)

∀o ∈ V O

(EC.10)

∀k ∈ K(i, j) ∈ A

(EC.11)

i∈V

−

i∈V

i∈V

X

xkil = 0

xko(k),j = 1

j∈V

X

xkiτ = 1

i∈V

zjk ≥ zik + t(i, j) − M (1 − xkij )
XX
zok ≤ do + M (1 −
xkio )
k∈K i∈V

qjk = qik + Ai xkij ,
xkij ∈ {0, 1}, qik ∈ Z+ , zik ≥ 0

(EC.12)

The objective function in EC.1 minimize the total travel and picking(shopping) time
of shoppers. The travel time between on arc (i,j) is given in the function form as it also
includes non-linear shopping time at a store. We refer (Arslan et al. 2021) to linearize
this function.
Constraint set EC.2 ensures that each product should be collected only from one of
the stores selling it. Constraints set EC.3 guarantees that courier drops off the products
at each order’s address. Constraint set EC.4 ensures the flow conversation. Constraint
sets EC.5 and EC.6 ensure that the same courier collects all products for the one order
and eventually drops them there. Constraints EC.7 and EC.8 ensure that the trip for
each courier starts at the current location and ends at the terminal node. Constraint set
EC.9 and EC.10 guarantees to acknowledge travel times between activities and orders
are delivered before deadlines. The last Constraint set EC.11 ensures the capacity of
couriers are not violated.

EC.2.

Solution Approach to the CDP

The forward courier trips for the CDP associated with state Sao are of exponential
size and enumerating all of them may not be practical. Therefore, we devise a column
generation method, which starts to solve a restricted master problem (RMP) with a
′

restricted set of forward trips, denoted by Θao ⊂ Θao . The RMP’s solution is optimal if
′

there are not a forward trip in Θao /Θao with negative reduced cost. To identify whether
′

a forward trip with negative reduced cost in Θao /Θao , we solve the pricing problem. We
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add those forward trips into the restricted forward trip set and resolve the RMP. This
procedure is continued until no forward trip with negative reduced cost remains.
The associated pricing problem of the CDP is the resource constraint shortest path
problem (RCSRP). Let µo be the dual variable associated with Constraints (3b) and
κk be the dual variable associated with Constraints (3c). Then, the reduced cost of the
forward trip θ for shopper k, denoted by πθc is:
τθc = τθ −

X

µo − κk .

o∈Oao (o)

The pricing problem is to find the forward trip with a minimum τθ for each courier
k ∈ K.
We adopt the Pulse Algorithm to identify/generate forward trips with negative
reduced costs in a greedy fashion. That is, for each courier k ∈ K, we initially identify
the first activity of the ongoing trip and mark it as the starting vertex and remain
the committed activities. The following path of the courier is extended by adding new
activities based on the cheapest insertion heuristic and considering the preceding relationship of the pick-ups and drop-offs and delivery deadlines of the orders. To simplify
and adopt the pulse algorithm to dynamic setting, we removed the dominance checks.
In this procedure, we follow the study by Gademann and Velde (2005)

